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The color is ok , but could  increased 
by exposure, the lighting is very good 
overall.
The composit i on is very good. The 
river leading in from the bottom left  
and exit  to the right in very well 
placed.
A greater depth of field of say f8 would 
have produced a over all better shot.
The overall problem is the dead tree in 
the foreground, it is very distracting 
and covers up the main subject.
The shutter speed of 300 sec. could 
have been reduced to about 125 or 
even 80. 
Great focus and colors  and  I like the 
lighting of the mountain.
Great aspect and composition and I like 
the river perspective and the mountain 
background.
Good depth of field and exposure 
overall but the picture need to be in 
focus.
I like the idea of this image but the 
foreground is a little mess.
Shutter speed was done perfectly and 
gives the shot a very clear view.
Aesthetic Attributes CaptionsInput Image Predicted Aesthetic Attributes Scores (Radar Map)
Figure 1: Aesthetic Attributes Assessment of Images. We predict caption and score of each aesthetic attribute of an image.
ABSTRACT
Image aesthetic quality assessment has been a relatively hot topic
during the last decade. Most recently, comments type assessment
(aesthetic captions) has been proposed to describe the general aes-
thetic impression of an image using text. In this paper, we propose
Aesthetic Attributes Assessment of Images, which means the aes-
thetic attributes captioning. This is a new formula of image aesthetic
assessment, which predicts aesthetic attributes captions together
with the aesthetic score of each attribute. We introduce a new
dataset named DPC-Captions which contains comments of up to 5
aesthetic attributes of one image through knowledge transfer from
a full-annotated small-scale dataset. Then, we propose Aesthetic
Multi-Attribute Network (AMAN), which is trained on a mixture of
fully-annotated small-scale PCCD dataset and weakly-annotated
large-scale DPC-Captions dataset. Our AMAN makes full use of
transfer learning and attention model in a single framework. The
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experimental results on our DPC-Captions and PCCD dataset re-
veal that our method can predict captions of 5 aesthetic attributes
together with numerical score assessment of each attribute. We use
the evaluation criteria used in image captions to prove that our spe-
cially designed AMAN model outperforms traditional CNN-LSTM
model and modern SCA-CNN model of image captions.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Image Aesthetic Quality Assessment (IAQA) is to give an assess-
ment of images on the aspect of aesthetics. In the last decades, IAQA
has gained a great interest in the community of computer vision,
computational aesthetics, psychology and neuroscience.
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Most literatures of IAQA are to classify images into 2 categories:
high aesthetic quality (professional) and low aesthetic quality (ama-
teur). The second popular assessment task is to give a continuously
numerical score of aesthetics. Another numerical assessment task
is to predict a score distribution of human rating on the aesthetic
aspect of an image [8, 15, 28].
For a human artist, when shown a photo or a drawing, he/she
will not just give a numerical score but always say a paragraph to
describe many aesthetic attributes such as composition, lighting,
color, focus of the image. Pioneer work of Chang et al. [4] pro-
poses aesthetic captioning of images. They build Photo Critique
Captioning Dataset (PCCD) for the community. The PCCD con-
tains 4,235 images and 29,645 comments. Each image is attached
with comments and scores of 7 aesthetic attributes. However, they
only output a sentence of assessment, which can not give a full
review of aesthetic attributes. The value of PCCD is not fully ex-
plored. Besides, the size of PCCD is relatively small compared to
AVA dataset [27], which is commonly used in this field but do not
contain ground truth of aesthetic captions and attributes.
In this work, we propose Aesthetic Attributes Assessment of Im-
ages, as shown in Figure 1. We predicts aesthetic attributes captions
together with the aesthetic score of each attribute. We build a
new dataset named DPC-Captions from DPChallenge.com using an
aesthetic knowledge transfer method. DPC-Captions contains com-
ments of up to 5 aesthetic attributes of one image. There are 154,384
images and 2,427,483 comments. Then, we propose aesthetic multi-
attribute network, which contains multi-attribute feature network,
channel and spatial attention network, and language generation
network. We train this model on both small-scale PCCD dataset
(4,235 images and 29,645 comments) which contains attribute com-
ments and scores and our large-scale DPC-Captions dataset with
only contains attribute comments. We evaluate our method of cap-
tioning and scoring of attributes on DPC-Captions and PCCD using
both image captioning criteria and mean square error of scoring.
The contributions of our work includes:
• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work which can
produce both captions and scores for each aesthetic attribute
of an image, including color and lighting, composition, depth
and focus, impression and subject, use of camera.
• We introduce a novel large-scale image dataset named DPC-
Captions (154,384 images and 2,427,483 comments) for aes-
thetic assessment, which contains captions of up to 5 aes-
thetic attributes of images. The dataset building process relies
on our proposed knowledge transfer method from a small-
scale full annotated image dataset to a large-scale weakly
annotated one.
• We propose Aesthetic Multi-Attribute Network (AMAN),
which uses a two-stage training processes on a small-scale
full annotated dataset and a large-scale weakly annotated
one.
2 RELATEDWORK
Before deep learning era, many hand-crafted features [7, 16] are
designed for aesthetic image classification and scoring as surveyed
by Deng et al. [9]. Deep learning methods are proposed recently
for aesthetic assessment [11, 14, 15, 17, 18, 20, 21, 23, 24, 31]. They
outperform traditional methods. Lu et al. [21] present a two column
CNNs which connects both local and global features for binary
aesthetic classification. Mai et al. [24] introduce ratio-preserving
assessment of aesthetics by using SPP (Spatial Pyramid Pooling).
Kong et al. [20] propose the AADB (Aesthetics and Attributes Data-
base) dataset which contains scores of 12 aesthetic attributes and
use a rank-preserving loss for aesthetic scoring. Kao et al. [17] sug-
gest a multi-task CNNs which can output results of both the binary
aesthetic classification and multi-class semantic classification of an
image. Jin et al. [15] present CJS-CNN (Cumulative Jensen-Shannon
divergence) for aesthetic score distribution prediction. The afore-
mentioned approaches only consider numerical assessment without
taking the aesthetic assessment by languages into consideration.
New tasks and datasets of IAQA. Kong et al. [20] design a
dataset named AADB (Aesthetics and Attributes Database) which
contains 8 aesthetic attributes of each image. However, the label of
each aesthetic attribute is only binary value (good or bad). Zhou
et al. [32] design a dataset named AVA-Comments, which adds
comments from DPChallenge.com to AVA dataset [27] which only
contains aesthetic score distributions of images. Zhou et al. use the
image and the attached comments to give a binary classification of
aesthetics. Wang et al. [30] design a dataset named AVA-Reviews,
which selects 40,000 images from AVA dataset and contains 240,000
reviews. Chang et al. [4] design PCCD dataset, which contains 4,235
images and 29,645 comments. However, both [30] and [4] can only
give a single sentence as the comments of the aesthetics of an image
. They do not describe the individual aesthetic attributes.
ImageCaptioning.Mostwork of image captioning followCNN-
RNN framework and achieve great results [10, 19, 25]. Most of
recent literatures of image captioning [2, 3, 5, 22, 26] introduce
attention scheme. We follow this trend and add attention model in
our network.
3 DPC-CAPTIONS DATASET VIA
KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER
PCCD is a nearly fully annotated dataset, which contains comments
and a score for each of the 7 aesthetic attributes (including overall
impression, etc.). However, the scale of PCCD is quite small. While
the AVA dataset contains 255,530 images with an assessment score
distribution for each image. The images and score distributions
of AVA dataset are crawled from the website of DPChallenge.com.
Their exist comments from multiple reviewers attached for every
image. However, the multiple comments are not arranged by aes-
thetic attributes. We then crawl 330,000 image together with their
comments from DPChallenge.com. We call this dataset AVA-Plus.
With the help of PCCD dataset [4], images of DPC-Captions
are selected from the AVA-Plus. The aesthetic attributes of PCCD
dataset include Color Lighting, Composition, Depth of Field, Focus,
General Impression and Use of Camera. For each aesthetic attribute,
keywords of top 5 frequency are selected from the captions. We
omit the adverbs, prepositions and conjunctions.We combinewords
with similar meaning such as color and colour, color and colors. A
statistic of the keywords frequency is shown in Table 1.
The selected aesthetic keywords such as composition, color and
light will become the core of DPC-Captions classification. For each
image of AVA-plus (330,000), we label each comment which contains
Table 1: Aesthetic attribute keywords and frequency of PCCD dataset.
Aesthetics Attributes Top 5 Keywords (Frequency)
Color Lighting lighting (5829), color (5637), light (1708), sky (493), shadows (491)
Composition composition (13749), left (2691), perspective (1787), shot (1715), lines (1369)
Depth of Field depth (6087), field (5822), focus (1098), background (952), aperture (550)
Focus focus (7537), sharp (1308), eyes (402), see (345), camera (337)
General Impression impression (4401), general (4357), good (1810), great (1338), nice (1040)
Subject of Photo subject (6594), interesting (708), beautiful (386), light (209), capture (200)
Use of Camera exposure (1619), speed (1488), shutter (1113), iso (1049), aperture (665)
Color Lighting
Composition
Depth of Field
Focus
Subject of Photo
Use of Camera
Keyword Rank of  TOP5:
('lighting',5829)
('color',5637)
('light',1708)
('colors',764)
('colour',495）
Color and Lighting
(Photos:55,440)
AVA-Plus
Photos:330,000
When keywords 
in the captions
Composition
(Photos:36,018)
Depth and Focus
(Photos:17,602)
Impression and Subject
(Photos:9,436)
Use of Camera
(Photos:4,0120)
General Impression
PCCD
Photos:4,235
DPC‐Captions
Photos: 154,384
Impression and Subject
Depth and Focus
Figure 2: The knowledge transfer method from PCCD to our DPC-Captions. The PCCD dataset includes 7 aesthetic attributes
such as Color Lighting, Composition. The 5 keywords with the highest word frequency are selected from the comments of
each aesthetic attribute. When a keyword appears in the comments of an image from DPC-Captions dataset, the image will be
assigned to the corresponding aesthetic attribute. The repeated keywords make images be assigned into multiple attributes.
Table 2: Comparison of different datasets. The average represents the number of comments divided by the number of images.
Dataset Number of Images Number of Comments Average With Attributes
PCCD [4] 4,235 29,645 7 Yes
AVA-Reviews [30] 40,000 240,000 6 No
AVA-Comments [32] 255,530 1,535,937 6 No
DPC-Captions 154,384 2,427,483 15 Yes
keywords in Table 1 using the corresponding attribute. We remove
images whose comments do not contain keywords in Table 1. Then,
there remain 154,384 images of DPC-Captions. From the attribute
view, we count images with each attribute. For the sake of balancing
the number of images, we combine the Depth of Field attribute with
the Focus attribute. We merge the Subject of Photo attribute with
the General Impression attribute. Finally, we obtain 5 attributes of
DPC-Captions, as shown in Table 1. The number of images with
Color and Lighting is 55,440. While the number of images with
impression and Subject is 9,436, etc.
We compare our DPC-Captions with PCCD, AVA-Reviews, and
AVA-Comments datasets in Table 2. The AVA-Reviews and AVA-
Comments do not contain aesthetic attributes. DPC-Captions has
the most number of comments. Although we have less number of
images than AVA-Comments, the average number of comments for
each image in DPC-Captions is larger than that of AVA-Comments.
For each attribute, we randomly select 2000 for validation and 2000
for testing. The remains are used for training.
4 MULTI-ATTRIBUTE AESTHETIC CAPTION
The small-scale PCCD dataset contains both comments and scores
of attributes. While our large-scale DPC-Captions dataset only
contains attribute comments, which are selected from attached
multi-user comments guided by the keywords of PCCD attribute
comments. Besides, for images in DPC-Captions, maybe only part
of the 5 attributes have attached comments. We consider PCCD as
PCCD
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Figure 3: Aesthetic Multi-Attribute Network (AMAN) contains Multi-Attribute Feature Network (MAFN), Channel and Spatial
AttentionNetwork (CSAN), and LanguageGenerationNetwork (LGN). The core ofMAFN containsGFN andAFN,which regress
the global score and attribute scores of an image in PCCD using multi-task regression. They share the dense feature map and
have separated global and attribute feature maps, respectively. Our AMAN is pre-trained on PCCD and finetuned on our DPC-
Captions dataset. The CSAN dynamically adjusts the attentional weights of channel dimension and spatial dimension [6] of
the extracted features. The LGN generates the final comments by LSTM networks which are fed with ground truth attribute
captions in DPC-Captions and attribute feature maps from CSAN.
a fully-annotated dataset, while DPC-Captions a weakly-annotated
one. We propose to learn from a mixture of fully-annotated dataset
and weakly-annotated dataset.
The scores of attributes in PCCD are more powerful for extract-
ing aesthetic features than just using comments. Thus, we leverage
transfer learning both from scoring to comments of attributes, and
from fully-annotated PCCD to weakly-annotated DPC-Captions. In
addition, the attribute features are further enhanced by a channel
and spatial attention model. At last, the enhanced attribute features
are fed into LSTM to generate languages.
As shown in Figure 3, the proposed Aesthetic Multi-Attribute
Network (AMAN) is divided into three parts: Multi-Attribute Fea-
ture Network (MAFN), Channel and Spatial Attention Network
(CSAN), and Language Generation Network (LGN). MAFN calcu-
lates the feature matrix of different attributes through themulti-task
regression of 5 attribute scores. Due to the small scale of PCCD
data and the full attribute labels, multi-attribute networks are be
pre-trained on PCCD and fine-tuned on our DPC-Captions. CSAN
dynamically adjusts the attentional weights of channel dimension
and spatial dimension of the obtained features. Finally, LGN gen-
erates the captions by LSTM network which needs ground truth
attribute captions in DPC-Captions and adjusted feature maps from
CSAN.
4.1 Multi-Attribute Feature Network (MAFN)
Multi-task learning is a common method widely used in train-
ing deep convolutional networks. Due to the diversity of the at-
tributes, multi-task learning can achieve multi-attribute assessment
of aesthetics through parameter sharing. The aesthetic attributes
assessment are relatively independent. However, the model training
process is similar. In PCCD, in addition to scores for each attribute,
there is a global score for each image. Thus, the loss of MAFN is
divided into two parts. One is the loss of each attribute (m attributes,
in our paperm = 5). The other is the global loss. N represents the
number of images in a batch. yˆi represents the output of the last
fully connected layer of the network. yi represents the true score.
The equal sign in Eq. 1 represents the same calculation method
of the global loss and single attribute loss. There are totally 6 loss
layers in this model.
LossAttr ibute = LossGloal =
1
2N
N∑
i=1
yˆi − yi 2
2
(1)
Loss =
m∑
j=1
LossAttr ibutej + Loss
Gloal (2)
As shown in the in the upper part of Figure 3, the GFN and
AFN use Desnet161 [13] to extract the dense feature map. The
parameters of all previous layers are shared. The output of GFN
and AFN is divided into 6 parts: general feature and features of 5
aesthetic attributes. The GFN performs the full connected operation
on the output of the global aesthetic score. For the final result,
the calculation of the mean-square error (MSE) is performed and
returned as a model loss parameter to the previous layers. The AFN
performs the convolutional operation on the attribute feature map
and get 5 different attribute feature maps. The same as the GFN,
the final attribute scores are obtained through the full connection
layer and the mean square error loss.
MAFN can extract different attribute feature maps of the image
at the same time. Thus, the model is no longer limited to output
comment of one sentence. The aesthetic characteristics of the image
can be assessment from multiple attributes to better guide compre-
hensive assessment of images. The specific results obtained by the
multi-task networks can also directly use the knowledge migrated
to expand the attribute assessment of the DPC-Captions dataset,
thus providing a broader aesthetic assessment ability.
4.2 Channel and Spatial Attention Network
(CSAN)
The channel and spatial attention network [6] includes two modes.
The first is the spatial attention after the attention of the channel.
The second is the attention of the channel after the spatial atten-
tion. Through experiments, we use the first structure as our channel
and spatial attention network part. Given the specific N − 1 layer
feature maps MN−1, we obtain the channel attention weight wc
according to the channel attention calculation fc . We then linearly
fuse the weightwc and N − 1 layer feature maps to obtain new N
layer channel perceptual feature map sMN . After that, the channel
perceptual feature mapMN is sent to the spatial perceptual atten-
tion module for operation fs . The spatial attention weight ws is
obtained. Finally, the channel perceptual feature mapMN obtained
in the previous step is spatially perceived which is the features of
output from CNN. The process of merging can be expressed by the
following formula.
fc = tanh((wc⊗MN−1 + bc )⊕whcht−1) (3)
MN = so f tmax(WN fc + bN ) (4)
fs = tanh((wsMN−1 + bs )⊕whsht−1) (5)
MN+1 = so f tmax(WN fs + bN ) (6)
In the above equations, t represents the time state. h represents
the LSTM hidden state. ht−1 records the hidden state of the last
sequence. ⊕ represents the addition of the matrix and the vector. ⊗
represents the outer product of vectors. b represents the offset.
4.3 Language Generation Network (LGN)
Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) is a special type of RNN that
learns long-term dependency information. Inmany problems, LSTM
has achieved considerable success and has been widely used. By
feeding information of multiple attributes into the LSTM units, the
prediction of the next word can be performed based on the image
features and timing information. Specifically, if the two subtasks of
the aesthetics assessment and the generated comment are unified,
the training process can be described as this form: for a picture I of
the training set, the corresponding description is a sequence S =
{S1, S2, ..., SN } (where Si represents the sentence). For language
generation model θ and attribute a, given the input picture I , the
probability of generating a sequence Si for each attribute as follow.
Pa (S |I ) =
N∏
t=0
Pa (St |S0, S1, ..., St−1, I ;θa ) (7)
The model utilizes the channel and spatial attention model to
enhance the use of the effective area of the image. Thus, the features
of the specific area of the image can be utilized more effectively in
the decoder stage. The loss of the language generation network can
be expressed by Eq. 8, which controls the probability of the gener-
ated word vector by calculating the loss of each LSTM generating
sequence.
Lossa (I , S) = −
N∑
i=1
loдPt (St ) (8)
The model uses the semantic information of the image to guide
the generation of the word sequence in the decoder stage, avoiding
the problem of using the image information only at the beginning of
the decoder, which leads to the problem that the image information
is gradually lost with time. In order to better obtain the high-level
semantic information of the image, the model improves the original
convolutional neural networks, including the method of multi-task
learning, which can extract the high-level semantic information
of the image and enhance the extraction of image features in the
encoder stage.
5 EXPERIMENTS
5.1 Baseline
CNN-LSTM. This model is based on Goolge’s NIC model [29]. The
Resnet-152 [12] extracts features for different attributes and LSTM
for encoding. The differences between this baseline and our method
include: (1) no attention mechanism is introduced to enhance the
GT: Wow, very sharp image (maybe a little too much). Nice composition and colors. 
Our: great composition i love the colors in the sky (Predicted Score:7.1)
GT: Beauty. That light really sets off the composition as well. Excellent. I wish I lived 
that close to Sonic Boom.
Our: this is a very nice lighting and composition (Predicted Score:8.0)
GT: gorgeous. love the whole but that star is perfect.
Our: the sky is nice and the focus on one point (Predicted Score:6.5)
GT: Next time I'm in Seattle can I come by? What a great view. This one should be on a 
post card.
Our: the image is a bit too dark for the subject matter (Predicted Score:5.6)
GT: Great view, great shot!
Our: this is a great shot and i like it (Predicted Score:7.4)
GT: Interesting shot, but the board is very distracting. Nice colors.
Our: good color the light on the picture is a little distracting (Predicted Score:4.6) 
GT: -
Our: a great shot but the composition is very nice (Predicted Score:4.3)
GT: -
Our: this is a nice shot but the focus seems not good (Predicted Score:5.1)
GT: Next time I'm in Seattle can I come by? What a great view. This one should be 
on a post card.
Our: the image is a bit too dark for the subject matter (Predicted Score:5.4)
GT: Good shot but the lighting is not very good.
Our: this is a nice shot but i think it would have been better with a little more 
light (Predicted Score:4.3)
Ground Truth: 6.75
Predicted: 6.92
GT: -
Our: beautiful idea i love the colors in the water (Predicted Score:6.2)
GT: great composition
Our: great detail and composition (Predicted Score:6.3)
GT: Nice contrast, a bit too centered for my tastes but overall good sharpness 
and clarity
Our: this is beautiful i like the soft focus and colors (Predicted Score:6.1)
GT: the palm leaf is distracting
Our: i like the subject and the composition is a bit distracting (Predicted 
Score:5.6)
GT: That's mighty fake-looking rock, but you've captured the water very well. 
Our: the shot of this picture is too blurry (Predicted Score:4.9)
Ground Truth:5.73
Predicted: 5.82
Ground Truth:4.82
Predicted: 4.74
Color and Lighting Composition Depth and Focus Impression and Subject Use of Camera
Figure 4: The results of aesthetic multi-attribute network on DPC-Captions dataset. The predicted captions and score each
attribute are shown. The Ground Truth score above each image is the global score from DPChallenge.com. The Predicted
score above each image is the average score of the 5 predicted scores of attributes.
feature extraction process; (2) the multi-tasking network is not used
to extract features of different attributes. Instead, each attribute
trains a network separately. It is not taking full advantage of the
aesthetic features, we will carry out a simple knowledge transfer
when extracting the characteristics of CNNs.
SCA-Model. This model is based on the SCA-CNN model [6].
The ResNet-152 extracts features for different attributes. LSTM per-
forms spatial and channel attention enhancement features after
extracting features. The differences between this baseline and ours
include: (1) SCA-Model does not use multi-task networks to extract
features of different attributes. Each attribute trains a network sep-
arately; (2) SCA-Model does not make full use of aesthetic features.
A simple knowledge migration occurs when extracting features of
CNNs.
5.2 Implementation details
Our experiments are based on Theano framework. The length of
LSTM units is 1000. The features sent to the LSTM unit include 512-
dimensional attribute features. The two stage training of AMAN is
our contribution of using weakly supervised information. Except
the two stage training, our AMAN, the baseline methods CNN-
LSTM and SCA-Model use the same training parameters as follows:
The word vector dimensionality is set to 50. The underlying learn-
ing rate is 0.01. The dimension of the force module and channel
Table 3: Performance of the proposed models on the DPC-Captions dataset. We report RLEU-1,2,3,4, METEOR, ROUGE, and
CIDEr. All values refer to percentage (%). The method "without CSAN" is our AMAN without using CSAN part. The method
"spatial first" is our AMAN using CSAN with spatial attention before channel attention.
Method BLEU-1 BLEU-2 BLEU-3 BLEU-4 METEOR ROUGE CIDEr
CNN-LSTM (Color and Lighting) 46.3 23.2 13.6 6.9 12.5 27.0 6.1
SCA-Model (Color and Lighting) 46.5 23.3 13.9 7.1 12.8 27.4 6.2
AMAN (Color and Lighting) without CSAN 45.6 21.5 13.2 6.8 26.8 27.0 6.0
AMAN (Color and Lighting) spatial first 44.1 19.2 10.1 6.7 25.3 27.0 6.0
AMAN (Color and Lighting) 48.7 25.0 14.4 7.3 13.2 27.9 6.5
CNN-LSTM (Composition) 47.5 24.5 14.1 7.0 12.7 28.2 6.4
SCA-Model (Composition) 48.0 24.6 14.3 7.2 12.8 28.6 6.5
AMAN (Composition) without CSAN 47.4 24.5 13.5 6.1 10.6 28.1 6.4
AMAN (Composition) spatial first 46.5 21.5 11.6 6.8 10.6 27.5 6.1
AMAN (Composition) 49.2 24.9 14.6 7.5 13.6 28.9 6.8
CNN-LSTM (Depth and Focus) 46.2 23.1 13.2 6.4 12.2 26.8 6.0
SCA-Model (Depth and Focus) 46.3 23.3 13.4 6.5 12.3 26.9 6.0
AMAN (Depth and Focus) without CSAN 46.0 22.5 12.8 5.7 10.4 26.8 5.9
AMAN (Depth and Focus) spatial first 36.4 14.9 4.2 2.3 6.6 19.4 3.3
AMAN (Depth and Focus) 47.1 24.0 13.7 6.8 12.7 27.7 6.3
CNN-LSTM (Impression and Subject) 46.1 23.0 13.5 6.9 12.6 27.2 6.1
SCA-Model (Impression and Subject) 46.2 23.3 13.5 7.0 12.6 27.3 6.2
AMAN (Impression and Subject) without CSAN 45.7 22.9 12.8 6.9 12.6 27.2 6.0
AMAN (Impression and Subject) spatial first 43.2 20.7 12.2 6.4 11.5 26.9 5.5
AMAN (Impression and Subject) 46.8 23.6 13.9 7.4 13.0 27.6 6.7
CNN-LSTM (Use of Camera) 45.2 22.8 12.7 6.4 11.9 25.8 5.6
SCA-Model (Use of Camera) 45.3 22.9 12.9 6.4 12.1 25.9 5.7
AMAN (Use of Camera) without CSAN 44.9 22.8 12.7 6.4 12.0 25.8 5.7
AMAN (Use of Camera) spatial first 34.4 13.0 4.5 2.4 6.7 17.0 2.0
AMAN (Use of Camera) 46.2 23.4 13.2 6.7 12.8 27.2 6.5
attention module is 512. The dropout is used in training to prevent
overfitting. The network is optimized using a stochastic gradient
descent optimization strategy. The batch size is set to 64 for DPC-
Captions and 16 for PCCD.
5.3 Attribute Captioning Results
We train and test our methods on the DPC-Captions and PCCD
datasets. Some test results on the DPC-Captions dataset are shown
in Figure 4. It is worth noting that the results we produce are not
only rich in sentence structure, but also very accurate in grasping
features. The relevance of comments and attributes are high. In
terms of scoring, our average attribute score is very close to the
ground truth score. Through the scores and comments, the evalua-
tion of the image is vivid. The captioning and scoring results on PCCD
dataset are shown in the supplementary materials due to the page
limitation. Our results can produce a variety of attribute results.
The PCCD author’s method [4] can only produce one sentence. In
addition, our results tend to be objectively evaluated, and the PCCD
author’s approach favors subjective evaluation.
5.4 Comparisons
Comparison with baseline. The evaluation criteria to compare
the performance of our model and the baseline models include
RLEU-1,2,3,4, METEOR, ROUGE, and CIDEr, which are commonly
used in nature language processing community. The comparison
results shown in Table 3 reveal that our model outperforms the
baseline models in all criteria. The Use of Camera and Impression
and Subject attributes are not as good as the first three attributes.
The number of comments of these two attributes is relatively small.
Comparison with other methods.We use SPICE [1] to compare
the performance between the methods [4] and our model. SPICE is
a criteria for the automatic evaluation of generated image captions.
It resolves the similarity between the result and the generated
captions by parsing the sentence into a graph. The calculation
formula is as follows.
SP ICE = F1Score =
2 ∗ Precision ∗ Recall
precision + Recall
(9)
As shown in Table 4, our model is superior to the method pro-
posed by the PCCD [4] in various attributes. The PCCD method
[4] uses the attribute fusion training method, which combines the
three attributes of Composition, Color and Lighting, Subject of
Photo. However, by contrast it can be found that the comments we
generate in these three properties have better comments than the
previous ones.
Attributes scoring. To compare the performance of aesthetic
attributes scoring, we compare AFN (Attribute Feature Network)
with other methods on PCCD, as shown in Table 5. The regression
Table 4: Performance of the proposed models on the PCCD test set. Results are compared through SPICE criterion [1]. The
method "without CSAN" is our AMAN without using CSAN part. The method "spatial first" is our AMAN using CSAN with
spatial attention before channel attention.
Method SPICE Precision Recall
CNN-LSTM-WD [4] 0.136 0.181 0.156
AO Approach [4] 0.127 0.201 0.121
AF Approach [4] 0.150 0.212 0.157
CNN-LSTM (Color and Lighting) 0.166 0.179 0.154
SCA-Model (Color and Lighting) 0.174 0.194 0.158
AMAN (Color and Lighting) without CSAN 0.165 0.177 0.154
AMAN (Color and Lighting) spatial first 0.161 0.188 0.146
AMAN (Color and Lighting) 0.196 0.231 0.170
CNN-LSTM (Composition) 0.167 0.184 0.153
SCA-Model (Composition) 0.178 0.203 0.159
AMAN (Composition) without CSAN 0.165 0.183 0.154
AMAN (Composition) spatial first 0.165 0.198 0.148
AMAN (Composition) 0.197 0.228 0.174
CNN-LSTM (Depth and Focus) 0.163 0.174 0.153
SCA-Model (Depth and Focus) 0.167 0.182 0.154
AMAN (Depth and Focus) without CSAN 0.162 0.175 0.152
AMAN (Depth and Focus) spatial first 0.095 0.107 0.082
AMAN (Depth and Focus) 0.187 0.215 0.165
CNN-LSTM (Impression and Subject) 0.158 0.169 0.149
SCA-Model (Impression and Subject) 0.162 0.175 0.150
AMAN (Impression and Subject) without CSAN 0.157 0.170 0.151
AMAN (Impression and Subject) spatial first 0.145 0.16 0.141
AMAN (Impression and Subject) 0.181 0.213 0.158
CNN-LSTM (Use of Camera) 0.141 0.153 0.131
SCA-Model (Use of Camera) 0.154 0.167 0.143
AMAN (Use of Camera) without CSAN 0.142 0.155 0.131
AMAN (Use of Camera) spatial first 0.041 0.098 0.084
AMAN (Use of Camera) 0.176 0.209 0.156
Table 5: The Mean Square Errors (MSE) of AFN and other
methods on PCCD (described in the last paragraph of Sec-
tion 5.4).
Attributes regression multi-task AFN
Color and Lighting 0.087 0.080 0.076
Composition 0.140 0.139 0.125
Depth and Focus 0.110 0.106 0.076
Impression and Subject 0.159 0.147 0.109
Use of Camera 0.223 0.193 0.128
method uses DenseNet161 [13] to perform simple regression on
scores without adding a multi-attribute structure. The multi-task
method uses a multi-attribute combination method but does not
use a branch structure of global scores. Obviously, our approach
has a big advantage in predicting the scores of individual attributes.
6 CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we propose a new task of IAQA: aesthetic attributes
assessment. A new dataset called DPC-Captions is built through
knowledge transfer for this task. We propose a novel network
AMAN for two-stage learning processes on both full annotated
small-scale dataset and weakly annotated large-scale dataset. Our
AMAN can generate captions and scores of individual aesthetic
attributes.
In the future, we will explore to caption from sentences to para-
graphs. The knowledge transfer methods can be used to build larger
dataset for weakly supervised learning. The relations among at-
tributes can not only be used for scoring learning but also for
caption learning. Reinforcement learning can also be leveraged for
captions generation.
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